Warren becomes student senate president
by Jack A. McKenzie
Editor-in-Chief
Following installation ceremonies for
the Student Senate's four newly elected
officers, Pat Warren of Manning Hall set a
precedent in Clemson University student
politics Monday night by becoming the
first, woman student in the 18-year history
of the senate to sit as president of the
student legislature.
Warren's assumption of the duties of
president came as a result of her election
two weeks ago as the senate's chief officer
for the 1976-77 academic year.
A junior, majoring in English, Warren is
a native of Pendleton, and has served in
the senate since September as a
representative from Manning Hall.
Preceeding the presidential swearing-in
ceremonies, Matt Watkins of Clemson was
installed as president pro tempore of the
senate. Watkins, a second-year senator
majoring in administrative management,
is a junior and succeeds retiring president
pro tempore John Shell.
Polly Elkins of Columbia was sworn in
as senate secretary, following Rausa Lee
in that office, and Bob Carlson of Falls
Church, Virginia took the oath of office to
become the new senate clerk, succeeding
Lisa Brock. Elkins is a sophomore
majoring in psychology, while Carlson is a
freshman financial management major.
Out-going senate president Sam Ingram
conducted the installations after making a
final address to the legislature in which he
has served Jor three years.
Ingram summed up his experience in
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RETIRING Student Senate President Sam Ingram administers the oath of office to
his successor, Pat Warren. Warren is the first woman student to hold the office of
senate president.
student government by remarking, "I saw
a chance for service and tried to serve. I
saw a chance to help and tried to help. I
saw a job to be done and tried to do it."
In his speech Ingram announced that he
does not plan to remain in the senate until
the end of the semester, but instead intends to take "a vacation" from the work
which has consumed his time while ser-

ving in Student Government.
Following the installation of the new
officers, the senate truned its attention to
several items of legislation including two
bills (both of which passed) dealing with
judicial reform.
The first bill provides for the swearingin of elected student court members to
take place at the last session of the

respective court in the semester of the
court member's election. This will allow
time for court members to observe the
courts in session before assuming an official position on the ben^h.
The second bill establishes a list of
defined sanctions which the courts may
impose on convicted violators of student
regulations. The list will give court
piembers greater flexibility in prescribing
penalties for violations.
The Student Organizations and Affairs
Committee presented a petition for
recognition as a student organization from
Pi Sigma Alpha, the national political
science honor society. The senate approved the petition which now goes to
Walter Cox, vice president for student
affairs, for his signature.
Canteen hours were also discussed by
the senate, and a resolution requesting
that each canteen increase its hours of
operation was passed.
On behalf of the Rules Committee, Vice
President of the Student Body, Harold
Price presented a motion requiring that all
of the nominations made to the senate by
the student body president be sent to an
appropriate standing committee of the
senate for consideration before being
brought to the floor of the legislature.-The
motion passed.
Before adjourning, the senate was informed that a limited number of tickets to
the ACC basketball tournament are
available to students and will be
distributed by means of a drawing, if
necessary, through student government.
(See related story on page 14.)

CDA suffers another concert cancellation
by Steve Matthews
Assistant News Editor
Harry Chapin is not coming to Clemson.
Neither is Jimmy Buffet. The promoters of
the Central Dance Association (CDA)
sponsored event cancelled the concert, and
CDA president John Leitch has stated that
CDA will no longer do any business with
the promoters, Beach Club Promotions.
Chapin and Buffet had originally been
scheduled to perform in concert at Littlejohn Coliseum on Friday, February 6.
Money for already purchased tickets to
the event will be refunded from 12 a.m. to 1
p.m. at Harcombe Dining Hall, and from
3:30-5:30 p.m. in the Loggia on both
Monday and Tuesday of next week.
"Beach Club has done this to us before,
and we don't want it to happen again,"
Leitch said. The same promoters had
cancelled an Eagles concert scheduled for
Clemson a year ago in a similar manner.
This semester, Beach Club had offered
CDA a Joni Mitchell concert, which they
accepted enthusiastically. Then, after
making a contract with Mitchell, Beach
Club did not arrange the concert for
Clemson, according to Leitch. "We're not
planning on dealing with Beach Club
anymore."

"Beach Club screwed us over one too
many times — I'm mad as hell," Leitch
commented.
It is too late to-schedule a concert for the
same date, but CDA is searching for other
promoters to financially back future
concerts. "We've already called two other
promoters, and we'll try to get another
group as soon as possible," he related.
"We're talking to everybody we can
find, but Beach Club was the main
promoter from this area," Leitch said.
"CDA can hopefully bring in other big
name bands or vocalists," he continued.
CDA is not bound to an exclusive contract with Beach Club. "We were still
mostly dealing with Beach Club, because
they were the ones who were bringing us
the best shows," Leitch remarked. Both
The Doobie Brothers' concert and the
Loggins and Messina's concert were
promoted by Beach Club.
Leitch also released to the Tiger the
results of a student poll taken to determine
what musicians Clemsonites would like to
see in concert. The Eagles ranked first,
while America placed second in the sur'vey.
"About 500 students participated in the
poll taken last semester," Leitch commented.

"The purpose of the poll was to get an
idea about the style of music that students
like, as well as to get an idea of the specific
performers students would like to see," he
stated.
Soft rock has become more popular over
the past few years among Clemson
students, Leitch has learned. ''Hard rock
is not as popular as it used to be," he
contended.
CDA will now try to arrange concerts
v
with the highly ranked performers on the
poll. "All we can do now is to take the
results of the poll and give it to the
promoters, and say, 'Try to get these
groups for us,' but if they don't get these
groups, and they offer something else —
then it's either a choice of that or nothing."
The top 20 bands or vocalists desired for
concert performances by Clemson
students are as follows:
1) Eagles, 2) America, 3) Chicago, 4)
Seals and Croft, 5) Stevie Wonder, 6) John
Denver, 7) Allman Brothers Band, 8) Joni
Mitchell, 9) Jefferson Starship, 10) Earth,
Wind, and Fire, 11) Z Z Top, 12) Yes, 13)
Linda Ronstadt, 14) David Bowie, 15)
Stephen Stills, 16) Nitty Gritty Dirt Band,
17) Jackson Browne, 18) Marshall Tucker,
19) Fleetwood Mac, and 20) Rod Stewart.
. CDA had settled for the Chapin-Buffet

event after trying to arrange concerts with
some of the musicians among the Poll's
top 20. "We_did have a promoter try to get
the Eagles for us, but they couldn't get
them. Their price was kind of
outrageous," Leitch said.
CDA has come close to arranging concerts with two of the top 20 performers.
"Last year we were offered Z Z Top by
Beach Club, and we accepted, but it didn't
come through," he remarked. A concert
with Joni Mitchell for this semester had
also been arranged, but the contract did
not materialize.
"That happens quite often," Leitch
stated. "This is because a promoter will
have a chance to book a group in a section
of the country, and he will see if he can sell
the group, and then he'll try and negotiate
a contract," he commented.
"He'll come to us, and say he has a
chance of getting them, and ask us if we
want them, and we'll say that we do, but
often the contracts just don't work out,"
Leitch added.
This is the reason CDA doesn't announce
concerts before all of the details are
worked out.
CDA has other problems besides those
pertaining to promoters.
, (continued to page nine)
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Catching up
A standard comment — sometimes made .in
jest and more often, made with disdain — of
observers of Clemson is that, as a university,
Clemson somehow manages to stay about five
years behind the rest of the nation.
The validity of that comment is at best
questionable, but from time to time something
does happen around here that tends to indicate
that Clemson is not an anachronism in the
"progressive society" in which we live and is
indeed catching up with the more openminded (liberal, if you wish) elements of that
society.
The election of Pat Warren, a woman, to the
presidency of the Student Senate strikes us as
such an indicator.
Since the days that Clemson went co-ed,
women here have been faced with the
inevitable awesome task of proving themselves capable members of the campus
community. They have been subjected to the
usual sexist roles of appearing in beauty
pageants, serving as secretaries of
organizations, and gracing the covers and
pages of University publications, including
student publications such as newspapers.
While none of these roles has to be particularly offensive to the female sex, the
problem has been that here, as elsewhere, the
notion has persisted that those are the only
kinds of "challenges" women can successfully
handle.
This is not to say that women have lead an
unbearable existence at Clemson. We do not
believe that a majority of any division of the
campus community has ever discriminated
against women for malicious or ignoble
reasons.
In'fact most of the discrimination that has
existed and does exist has been and is founded
on beliefs that have their origins in moral and
social conceptions and standards: Christian
and other religious doctrines place women
second to men; women are physically Weaker
than men and thus must be protected from the
cruelties of life; women are more emotional
than men and thus can not take the pressures
of leadership positions.
While such arguments were never really as
valid as society allowed them to sound, they
did come to constitute the accepted foundations for the proper relationship between
the sexes, and only recently have become
subject to close scrutiny. Fortunately, the
examination which these ideas have undergone in recent years is beginning to cause a
restructuring of the falsely-built foundations
of which we speak.
Clemson can not escape this restructuring.
For example, the provisions of Title IX which
bar sex discrimination are beginning to have
an effect in the area which really matters:
student life. The impending referendum on
visitation policies for resident students may
not produce a drastic change in the present
check-in system in the women's dorms, but at
least the women residents will have had a
chance to choose for themselves.
And in the Student Senate, we now have a
women president who was elected on the basis
of merit, not sex. And that's really what being
"open-minded" is all about: accepting a
person as a person, unique and individual, and
not as an object of inferior or superior vaiue.
Yes, Clemson seems to be catching up —
catching up with common sense.
,
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In defense of CDA
Now that the Central Dance Association
(CDA) has announced the cancellation of their
Harry Chapin-Jimmy Buffet concert, they are
sure to be the object of severe criticism from
irate students.
Students want and feel they deserve concerts with big-name performers, and are
justifiably upset over the cancellation of the'
event. As well as being a disappointment to
those students who bought tickets to the
concert, it is an inconvenience to them, as they
must now bring back their tickets next week to
be refunded.
But CDA is not at fault.
The blame lies not with CDA, but with Beach
Club Promotions. Time and time again, Beach
Club made a debacle of the efforts of CDA. Not

only has Beach Club cancelled this concert,
but they would not arrange a Joni Mitchell
Concert that CDA wanted badly, and a year
ago they cancelled an Eagles concert only
three days before it was scheduled to occur.
John Leitch, President of CDA, is hot, and
says that he has had as much as he can take
from Beach Club. He has set a policy of
making no more deals with Beach Club, at
policy which is very wise considering their
past record.
CDA has been unfairly taken advantage of,
and will receive unfair criticism but by
deciding not to deal with Beach Club any
more they have remedied the situation, a
situation CDA did not cause, but will take the
blame for.

Letters
Rain causes
inconvenience
While walking back from the
library a few minutes ago, my
mind began to dwell upon a
subject that I know the administration will not appreciate.
This subject appeals to the
convenience and safety of the
student body, the often forgotten
segment of Clemson University.
' During the last couple days the
rain fell relentlessly upon all of
us, especially those who live on
east campus. Not only do we have
to take a gigantic detour around
the construction of the Nursing
building and Biological Sciences
building, we have to suffer the
further inconvenience of water
runoff (which becomes almost
like a river), and the subsequent
mud barrage that comes across
the path in front of us. This all
results in slippery situations on
the sidewalk from Daniel Hall
around the construction sites.
I propose that the University
take some action to repair the
muddy section of the sidewalk
and install some type of drainage
system to turn away the water
and mud. This could save
someone a broken leg, hurt foot,
or fractured arm from falling on
the sloping part of the sidewalk.
Also, since we are going to have
to walk on this sidewalk for quite
a long time, the need for
adequate lighting exists. There is
not even one light from Daniel
Hall to the road. How about it PPlant? We need these improvements now! This is called a
pedestrian campus so make it
safe for the pedestrians!!
Barry G. Drake

Tradition
Questioned
In the January 29 issue of the
Tiger, there was a letter from one
M. A. Noland on the subject of
women in student politics. It
seems to me that the attitude of
Nolan is somewhat misguided
and is certainly out of date. For

"man," I trust God would have
done just as wisely choosing the
tailbone of a jackass.
Three Cheers for Pat.
A. J. Murphy

Nolan to assert that political
participation by women is
against the principles of "most
Clemson students" is patently
ridiculous.
If in fact, the Christian
tradition does demand that
women assume their "proper
role in society," I suggest that it
is time to look for another
tradition; namely one which will
permit each individual to do
whatever he or she is capable of
doing.
Robert T.Moore

Pushkar questions
Cultural concern
When a project with which one
has worked steadily fails,' and
when one believes strongly in a
project while others do not; it can
indeed be discouraging. The
partial failure of the Student
Union Cultural Committee's trips
to the Atlanta Symphony in
Atlanta prompts me to ponder
over the need for future trips.
- Spurred on by many of my
"friends," I organized three trips
to the Symphony this semester;
but, alas, their serious interest in
classical music was fleeting,
(continued to page five)

Cheers for
Warren
Being the obvious "Christian"
male he proposes to be, I trust M.
A. Nolan believes in the old adage
that God created woman from
man's rib. If Nolan is an
authentic representative of a
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Ford presents conservative budget
by Steve Matthews
Assistant News Editor
Just about everyone, conservatives and liberals alike, i<j
against inflation, government
overspending,
and
the
phenomenon vaguely labeled
"big government," a term which
encompasses endless red tape,
tons of paperwork, and the
everyday wastage of money in
Washington's bureaucracy.
The idea of government
restrainment appeals to almost
everybody, and President Ford
would naturally like to take
advantage of that.
In that vein, Ford presented a
$394.2 billion budget to Congress
in his annual State of the Union
address. Although the figure
seems monstrously high, it is still
billions less than Congressional
Democrats would like to spend. It
is also considered by media
critics to be the most conservative budget presented by a
President to Congress in many
years.
Ford's speech was more of a
political maneuver against both
Ronald Reagan and the
Democrats than it was a practical plan for the federal budget.
His oration, laced with strong
conservative rhetoric and spiced
up by references to the bicentennial, seems aimed straight at
Republican rightists who could
help Ford gain his party's
nomination.
The actual budget, a proposal
5.5 percent higher than last
year's budget that would produce
a deficit of $43 billion, has been
lambasted by Democratic critics
who believe it would bring the
nation's economic recovery to a
halt.
If the budget cuts were not
made, the U.S. budget would skyrocket by $50 million or more
over the previous fiscal year.
Although the President has left
no holds barred in his proposed
slashing of social-welfare
programs, he would like to
significantly raise the Pentagon's
budget, after Defense Secretary
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James Schlesinger demanded
this be done.
Now to the specifics:
If he had his way, Ford would
cut back $14 billion from social
service programs, including $1.2
billion from the food stamp
program and $.9 billion from
child nutrition
programs.
Veterans programs, Medicare
services, and subsidies to nursing
homes and hospitals would also
be victims of the tight budget.
On unemployment, Ford's
proposed solution to the problem
is actually more of a non-solution.
He would cut back on the number
of public service jobs, and phase
out Congress' job program entirely. Even . White House
economists admit that Ford's
proposal would only decrease
unemployment to 7.7 percent by
election time.
The Pentagon, having its
budget raised by $8.9 billion to a
record $100.1 billion, will be able
to pass out bullets for the rest of
nation to bite on. However, Ford
did suggest a few token cutbacks
of America's war machinery.
All in all, the President
suggested ways of saving up to $4
billion by reducing the size of
various military programs.
Naturally, the liberal Democrats
in Congress will likely slash the
Defense Department's budget
even more.
Concerning taxes, the White
House proposal includes a
recommended $10 billion income
tax cut, in addition to the tax cut
of last year.
Although economists are
fiercely debating what effect on
the nation's economic recovery
the President's budget would
have, this seems fairly unimportant since
a
largely
Democratic Congress will more
than likely approve only a small
portion of Ford's proposal.
One Democratic leader and
Presidential hopeful, Henry
Jackson, said the budget
"guaranteed joblessness and
continued
unemployment."
Although staunch Republicans
and conservatives will push for

passage of the recommendations,
condemnation of the budget by
Democratic leadership should
assure its defeat.
So the budget seems to be a
"political move, more than
anything else, as surely Ford is
politically experienced enough to
understand that Congressional
support for his plan would not
materialize out of thin air.
Campaign '76
Jimmy Carter, that down home
peanut farmer from Georgia who
moonlights as a nuclear
physicist, has now gained
credibility as a legitimate
presidential candidate among the
Democratic leadership in
Washington after he picked up
the largest share of delegates on
the first day of a month long
caucus process in Maine.
Earlier, Carter had picked up
the biggest portion of delegates in
the Democratic caucuses in
Iowa.
In Portland, Maine, the city
that sends the largest delegation
to the state convention, Carter
took 46 percent of the delegates,
far above his nearest rival Fred
Harris, who placed with a mere
12 percent. Maine will send 20
delegates to the National
Democratic Convention.
Another Southerner and
Democratic Presidential candidate, Governor George C.
Wallace, has also improved his
national standing, according to a
Knight-Ridder Newspapers'
survey published in the Charlotte
Observer last Sunday.
Although a large majority of
Americans considered Wallace a
racist in the past, the poll shows
that only 28 percent of the
potential voters still think this.
The Alabaman's reputation as a
fiesty segregationist has apparently eroded.
Still, Wallace has a lot of obstacles to overcome before he
could ever move into the White
House. Thirty-five percent of
those surveyed say that they
could never vote for Wallace.

The opinions expressed in Letter from the
Editor are those of the particular author-ofthe-week and should not be construed as being
either the majority or minority views of the
Tiger's editorial board.

Bill bothers Banta
by Blake Banta
"Warning: 30 cents more per 6-pack!" That
is the message conveyed by posters at several
of the bars in downtown Clemson. The printed
messages refer to the supposed result if South
Carolina House Bill No. 2501 (the Bottle Bill)
goes through and is approved by the state
legislature.
If the Bottle Bill is passed, you will be
charged a nickel deposit for every bottle or
can of beverage you buy in the state. The
implied meaning of the propaganda, which is
being put out by the South Carolina Beer
Association, is totally deceptive. They fail to
mention that the 30 cent increase in price is"
refundable when you return the containers.
Hopefully what this bill will mean is a
departure from those wasteful throwaways
which now dominate the beverage industry.
Although an ecological disaster in itself, noreturn bottles have proven to be a boon for the
glass industry and related fields, and strong
opposition should be expected from these
groups.
However, there are times when society's
requirements must be met rather than those
of a select few. In light of this country's
current natural resource and energy crisis, to
which throwaways contribute greatly, I think
that most of us should wholeheartedly back
the Bottle Bill.
There are also other factors to be pointed
out. With a nickel deposit, many people will be
discouraged from decorating South Carolina's
highways and countryside with their garbage,
at least that which falls into the bottle and can
category. This has been proven in states which
have already passed similar legislation. But
more importantly, when people get into the
habit of recycling bottles, they will also tend to
think more ecologically with regard to other
matters too.
I am sure that groups lobbying against such
progressive laws as the Bottle Bill will be
quick to point out the increased cost of handling all the recycled bottles and cans at the
wholesale level. According to an official
report evaluating the performance of antithrowaway laws in Oregon, wholesalers
responding to a survey stated that their costs
increased from 5 to 10 cents per case after the
laws took effect. This would translate into a
few pennies more per six-pack when the
consumer finally makes his purchase.
Whether the South Carolina Beer
Association wants to admit, it or not,
recyclable bottles and low prices can go hand
in hand. In Oregon, the first state to outlaw
throwaways, a six-pack of Budweiser bottles
(11 oz.) goes for $1.68 plus deposit, as compared with $1.89 or so for the same brand of
beer in 12 oz. bottles here in Clemson. The
difference in the amount of beer contained in
the two bottles is attributable to the thicker
glass construction of the reusable bottles.
It seems to me that most of us have very
little to lose, but much to gain in the form of
energy conservation, minimized waste, and a
cleaner environment.
$T?

Phillips enjoyed performing in spite of it all
strumentation with his smooth, mellow
voice. The trademark of his music is what
may be best described as a musical howl,
which transcends several octaves. To
those who had never heard his music, it
may have indeed been "just a little too

by Dave Farmer
If you stayed for the entire concert, you
had to know what you were listening to.
Shawn Phillips' concert in Tillman Hall
Auditorium Friday night was apparently
strange to many people. A good-sized
crowd waited 45 minutes for Phillips and
pianist Peter Robinson to set up their
equipment and tune their instruments.
However, before the concert ended, many
people had walked out.

strange."
Is there any music that Shawn Phillips
couldn't listen to for two hours? "Yeah. I
couldn't sit for two hours and listen to
country and western. It's not that I don't
like it, it's just so unbelievably predictable. I know exactly where it's going to
go. When a guy starts into a song, I know
the chord changes, when a riff will finish.
It's just so predictable to me."

"Who did he use to play with?" someone
asked me while we waited. "We never
heard of him and there was such a line
outside to get in."
A lot of people seemingly came with this
question. Shawn Phillips is known for his
own work on several albums that rarely
receive air play. But he has a loyal
following; most people at the concert knew
what they had come to listen to.
The set was a combination of old and
new songs, and a 20 minute poem about the
origin of the rainbow. He used only
acoustic guitars, while Robinson, the only
other musician with him, played the piano
and synthesizer.
The piece on the rainbow, Phillips explained, was accompanied by recorded
music which took him three years to write.
"All of the 48 musicians were hand-picked
from
the
London
Philharmonic
Orchestra."

Except for a significant amount of
electronic sounds, Phillips' music was all
acoustic. I asked why he played no electric
music.
"Well, I've been doing electric music,"
he said, "but people didn't like it. And the
reason I didn't do 'Anello' and 'Hey Miss
Lonely' is that I've been touring for six
years now, and I've sang those songs so
much that I think about what's going on
down the street."
When asked if it bothered him for people
to walk out during his concerts; Phillips

Phillips' lyrics are not the easiest things
to comprehend; they are deep and very
poetic. "I would say that I am a poet who
sets poems to music, because I write a
whole bunch of stuff. Very little of the
things I write become lyrics."
Will they ever be published? "Oh, yeah,
someday. One day I will write something,
but I'm not ready yet, because my father's
a writer. He says, 'Listen man, I've been
writing for a half century now, and I know
how to write. But I still cannot write a
better line than "Jesus wept." Thanks a
lot, you're really helping me man.

replied, "Not the fact that they're walking
out, the fact that they're walking out in
middle of the show and disturbing other
.people who are listening. That does bother
me. I mean, some of the people are getting
up because they don't like it and some of
the people are getting up because they've
got classes* early tomorrow morning. I
think my music was just a little too
strange, that's all."

"I had a lot of fun tonight, Phillips said.
A lot of people were really listening."
Friday night's concert was representative of Shawn Phillips' music, and those
who stayed got what they came for.

"Strange" may not be the right adjective to describe Shawn's music. He
combines, on his albums, creative in-

''Beacon Hill" considered disappointing effort
by Harry Bayne
With torrents of advance "rave" notices,
"Beacon Hill" premiered on CBS-TV last
September. Promotional ads proclaimed
this commercial answer to public
broadcasting's award-winning "Upstairs,
Downstairs" as television's "most
sophisticated offering."
After years of "Petticoat Junction,"
"The Andy Griffith Show," "Green
Acres," "The Beverly Hillbillies," "Hee
Haw," "Gomer Pyle, USMC," and
countless other rural series, CBS was
finally going to divest itself of a regrettably corny image. The company which
had brought us "Playhouse 90," "The
Twentieth Century," and "Edward R R.
Murrow," was going to reclaim its crown
as the "nobility of the networks."
The Cultural Committee of the Student
Union is again sponsoring a trip to the
Atlanta Symphony; this time the symphony will be presenting, a blockbuster
concert: Beethoven's "Egmont" Overture
and his Ninth Symphony; the latter being
backed by a full chorus on the final
movement.
Sign up at the Union Information desk;
the cost is $5.00 per person, including
transportation and ticket. The group will
leave the Mell Hall parking lot at 4:30 p.m.
on February 13. Questions may be directed
to Paul Pushkar, A-741, 656-7824.
For those who are interested in mountain music in its purest form, the Student
Union is sponsoring a Dulcimer workshop
this Tuesday in Rm. 3 of the YMCA from 710 p.m. The dulcimer was first handcrafted in the Blue Ridge mountains
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But fate — in the guise of Dr. Nielsen —
won out. "Beacon Hill" concerned a straitlaced Boston family and its servants in the
1920's, their social life, their loves
(sometimes promiscuous), their joys, and
their sorrows. It collapsed, right there on
the Johnsons' television in their white
frame house in Iuka, Miss.
And the Morgans in Ogden, Utah, didn't
watch "Beacon Hill" either. Nor did the
Rushes in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., the
Kownackis in Rockville, Md., the
Hamricks in Hibbing, Minn., the St. Clair$
in South Bend, Ind., nor even the DuPonts
of Cambridge, Mass. Why didn't these
families watch "Beacon Hill?" Because
most Americans couldn't identify with it.
The "Beacon Hill" cast, composed
largely of British and Irish actors, initially.
gave rise to the identity gap. The purpose

of the Anglicized roles were two-fold; to
draw the "Upstairs, Downstairs"
audience and to suggest wealth, culture,and good breeding. The impact was extreme. Obviously, the viewership, long
overdosed with nostalgia, saw vonly an
antiquated picture of snobbery, and
"Beacon Hill", for all its hopes and all its
boasts, failed miserably.
Americans supposedly find the English
upper class "Charming," the lower and
middle classes "quaint." Hence
"Upstairs, Downstairs" succeeded. But
we don't have barons and duchesses in this
country; our aristocracy is not so stuffy;
and Boston 50 years ago just cannot
compete with dramas and sitcoms having
more contemporary settings and relevant,
up-to-date plots.
Nevertheless, it's so very sad that the

by Matt Crawford

nation that produced Robert Frost, George
Washington Carver, Adlai Stevenson,
Norman Vincent? Peale, and Harry
Reasoner and who naturalized Albert
Einstein now has to resort to teaching
"bonhead" English in its universities,
rushes en masse to view disaster films at
the cinema, and selects "Match Game 76"
as its favorite daytime game show.
This gloomy outlook, the loss of our
sophistication as a people, is enforced by
the fact that CBS has replaced the admittedly drab "Beacon Hill" with a loud,
smutty comedy entitled "One Day at a
Time." If that's the best Columbia
Broadcasting can do, they should either
give up or start showing reruns of "Green
Acres." It wouldn't restore our dignity, but
it would at least make us forget about the
troubles of our ailing culture.

generations ago, and is still one of the
simplest and most beautiful instruments to
play and listen to today. The workshop is
free.
,
The Clemson Little Theatre will present
the Neil Simon comedy "Prisoner on
Second Avenue" February 5-7 at 8 p.m. in
the Food Industries Auditorium on the
Clemson campus. With Dr. John Butler (of
the Clemson Department of Music) portraying the role of Mel Edison, the play
centers itself around the downfall and hard
times of a well-paid executive and his wife
in New York; and their resilience and grit
to survive. Directing the production is
Marvin-Joe Merck, assisted by Martie
Miller. There will also be a matinee on
Sunday February 8 at 2 p.m. Tickets,
available at the door, are $1. for students
and $2.50 for the general public.

DDT banned but not so harmful after all
by Chester S. Spell
Features Editor

fish, again a product of misuse: Today,
however, it is possible that the thinning of
egg shells of birds, which was attributed to
Less than four years ago, DDT was one DDT, could be caused by Mercury or some
of the most controversial "environmental other substance."
Much of the evidence that Hayes points
hazards" in the news.
Although this banned chemical has been out in favor of the use of lifting of the DDT
essentially forgotten by the public at ban comes from the work of Dr. Wayland
large, there are now some dissenting J. Hayes Jr., former chief toxicologist for
the U.S. Public Health Service's Pesticide
voices on the matter of the DDT ban.
One of those concerned individuals is Dr. Program.
In a 1971 World Health Organization
Sidney Hayes, head of Clemson's
paper Hayes reported on 24 volunteers who
Entomology department. Hayes' comment
on the DDT ban was "We ought to take
had eaten various doses of DDT for a
period of almost 22 months. All were obanother look at it."
DDT, synthesized in 1874, was used in served for more than two years, and 16 of
increasing amounts in the last two decades them were studied for five years. None of
before the Environmental Protection the subjects showed any illness due to
Agency (EPA) decided to ban the sub- DDT.
stance in 1972. The substance was said to
The report concludes, "Fortunately,
be harmful to birds, fish, and other indoor spraying of DDT as practiced for
animals, and man himself. DDT consumed malaria control (the subject of the study),
in quantities accumulated in the body until, produces little contamination of the
they were at dangerous levels.
general environment. Its use for that
Hayes believes that DDT was, however, purpose poses an insignificant threat to
banned for the wrong reasons. "It is my 'any species and no threat to the
opinion," he stated, "that the reasoning inhabitants of sprayed homes."
behind the ban on DDT- was based on
In the EPA Hearing Examiner's report
emotion, speculation, and in some cases, on DDT, issued in 1972, several conclusions
hysteria."
were made about the effect of DDT on
"Terrific public pressure on the
Environmental Protection Agency was the
main reason for the ban," Hayes said.
Hayes feels that little scientific research
was taken into consideration when
deciding the harmful effects of DDT. "A
lot of the information received has been
gotten by feeding very large doses of the
chemical to laboratory animals. This
by Jake Clark
simply does not happen in nature, except if
DDT is used improperly," he added.
Hayes feels the main problems of DDT
"With the implementation of the Media
lie in its use or abuse. He said, "I will Resolution, which was passed by the'
admit that it (DDT) has been misused, but President's Cabinet Friday, there will be a
if it is used with the proper precautions I new degree of stability within the four
think that we can use it without damage to media organizations." This was the
the environment."
consensus opinion of the advisors to
Hayes suggests, if DDT is even used Clemson's four media organizations, (The
again, that proper methods of use should Chronicle, Taps, the Tiger, and WSBF)
be given to the users of the substance. "If and appeared to them to be the major
used, both regulatory and educational virtue of the plan.
programs should be initiated. We could
Action on the proposal which was
give these type of programs at Ciemson,"
brought
out in November of last year by a
Hayes added.
Why is DDT desired by Hayes over the Student Government committee, had been
substitutes now in use? Hayes answered, delayed by Walter Cox, vice president for
"Most substitutes for DDT are more toxic student affairs in order to obtain the
to man and animals than DDT is. DDT is opinions of the four advisor to provide aid
also cheaper and easier to use than these in presenting it to the Cabinet. Upon
receiving those opinions, Cox then apsubstitutes."
Hayes explained that the reason DDT proached the Cabinet.
was banned whereas other more toxic
Commenting on the plan, Mark Steadchemicals were not was the persistency of
man, Chronicle advisor, made this obDDT.
servation: "These changes make the
There was more to the DDT controversy
situation less political. There are morethan the fact that DDT remains in quanpersons who will be interested and intities, according to Hayes. "Although DDT
volved with decisions." He feels that this
is persistent in the body," Hayes said, "it
will lend a necessary objectivity;
does not last forever. It accumulates in the
especially in the way of funding. He also
fat of the body — but there is no evidence
emphasized the stability that would result
of any deleterious effects in man."
from the continuity established from the
"We do know," he continued, "that DDT
choosing of a permanent chairman of the
is harmful to certain animals and small

man, Hayes pointed out. Among these
conclusions were: "DDT is not a carman," "the adverse effect on beneficial
animals from the use of DDT under
registration involved here is not
unreasonable in balance with its benefit,"
and, "there is a present need for the
continued use of DDT for the essential uses
defined in this case."
The report went on to say, "To be considered in the determination of the fate of
the particular registrations in question,
there has to be a preponderant showing
that the present uses (of DDT) cause an
reasonable adverse effect. That showing
has not been made."
The report concluded: "Although it was
not in issue here, there was ample
evidence to indicate that DDT is not the
sole offender in the family of pesticides,
and that necessary replacements would in
many cases have more deleterious effects
than the harm allegedly caused by DDT."
Hayes pointed to these statements and
again stressed that DDT was banned for
the wrong reasons — "In the future, I
would like to see scientific research done
before something is banned," he said, "a
ban should not be imposed because of
emotions."

Furthermore, Hayes believes that the
banning of DDT or other man-made agents
may in the long run have serious effects on
modern society.
"It is impossible for us to have
everything," Hayes notes, "at the present
cost of processing food and expect to have
a totally pure environment."
"There must be a trade-off somewhere,"
he held, "or if unchecked, the insects will
ravage our food supply. They are
mankind's most fierce competitors."
Hayes guessed that 15 per cent of all of
man's food supply is lost to insects before
it is used by the people for which the food
was intended.
Hayes concluded that to realize a sufficient supply of food, DDT and other
chemicals must be used in a "trade-off" or
compromise with the environment to
protect the supply of food from harmful
insects.
To realize a sufficient food supply for the
world population, Hayes suggested
restricted use of DDT, making sure that it
is used properly. "I have already applied
to the EPA for use of DDT in experiments
here, but do not know when I will get final
word," he noted.

Media Advisory Board approved by
Advisors and President's cabinet

Letters
particularly when an amazing
array of excuses restricted them
from signing up.
Apparently, it's "in" to claim
to like classical music, just as it's
"in" currently to like plants. But
when it comes time to support a
project and make a commitment,
and even make a sacrifice of time
and money, their interest
evaporates.
I am saddened most of all by
the ignorance of people who
claim, "Well, the Atlanta sym-
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phony is coming to Ciemson in
April. I'll hear them when they
come here." Apparently, they do
not know that hearing the orchestra in the poor conditions of
the Coliseum is not really hearing
the orchestra; and they apparently feel that if you have
heard the orchestra once, you've
heard it all. The trips of February
13 to hear the Beethoven concert
and April 2 to hear violinist
Eugene Feder will be a test to see
if this project should be continued
next year.
I do not question each individual's valid excuses for not
going. Yet, I do question the

committee and the two year appointments
for Media Board members.
Lewis Henry, advisor to the Tiger feels
that "the greatest virtue of this change is
surely budgetary" and hopes further that
this board will avoid some of the "dangers
of many boards of this type by not allowing
itself to be too far removed from the
publications themselves."
Cox, as WSBF advisor, believes that the
Advisory Board will allow more attention
to be given to the problems which might
arise with these operations.
Taps advisor Joe Sherman feels that this
plan can serve the student publications in
an extremely valuable way, but that to
what extent this will occur will depend on
how much overseeing the organizations
actually want.
Cox stated that implementation would
begin immediately with the first step being
the recommendation by the media of an
administrator to serve as a Joint Media
Advisor. He noted that the budgets for the
media organizations will not be decided by
the Student Government Finance Committee, but would come through the Office
of Student Affairs as outlined in the
proposal.
The provisions of the proposal call for
the establishment of a Student Media

inability of a university more
than ten thousand strong to find
thirty people with a sincere interest in the arts.
Eleven students and three
faculty, as we had for the
January 30 concert, is a poor
showing for Clemson's size.
Perhaps my friends at USC are
right, although I would iike to
prove that Ciemson is more than
an uncultured "cow-college."
Perhaps, even the question of a
new performing arts center is
moot. For, are the majority of
Ciemson students really willing
to support the arts?
Paul Pushkar

Association for the efficient operation of
the media organizations, the appointment
the Vice President for Student Affairs
upon recommendation by the four media
of a Joint Media Advisor, and the
establishment of a Media Advisory Board.
The Joint Media Advisor will be a
member of the administration chosen by
organizations. Twelve persons shall
compromise the board: the Joint Media
Advisor (who shall serve as chairman), an
administrator appointed by the vice
president for student affairs, two faculty
members who shall be appointed by the
Faculty Senate president to serve
staggered two-year terms (these members
will not be advisors to any media staff),
two members of the Student Senate elected
by that body to staggered two-year terms
(these Senators shall not be members of
any media staff), and two students-atlarge appointed by the president of the
student body to serve one-year terms
(these students shall not be Senators or
members of any media staff).
The Board will meet at least once every
month and will advise the Joint Media
Advisor, hear complaints concerning the
media, and shall accept or reject the
annual budget proposal presented by the
Joint Media Advisor.

Complaints list
I am writing this letter for
three reasons. First, to the
dismay of many Johnstone
residents the elevator has not
been operable for an entire
twenty-four hour period yet. We
are used to climbing up and down
the''steps, but it does seem
ridiculous to have an elevator
installed and be "able to use only
once or twice a day.
Second, I had to pay a $2
parking ticket for parking behind
the Loggia at 3 a.m. this past
Sunday. I was told by Bill Pace
that warning tickets had been
given out, but the only tickets I

had seen placed on cars in the
Loggia lot had been put on cars
parked there during the day and
on weekdays. I say if the
University is going to restrict
parking by the Loggia that they
should post signs saying so.
Finally, I would like to see the
canteen hours extended, or
another possibility to quench the
thirsts of us Tin Canners would be
to install drink and candy
machines in the new Student
Union Loggia. I have not as of yet
heard of this suggestion and I'm
sure the machines would certainly be used — especially on
weekend.
Ken (P.) Wilson

tm.

Sororities Established
Alpha Delta Pi and Pi Beta Phi will
colonize on campus February 15-20
bringing the total number of sororities at
Clemson to six. Due to an increase in
sorority interest, Panhellenic Council, the
coordinating body of all sororities, tought
it timely to have two additions to the
sorority system. Each sorority presently
on campus ranges in size from 76-100
which was an indication of a need to expand.
Alpha Delta Pi was founded in 1851 at
Wesley an College in Macon, Georgia. Its
headquarters are located in Atlanta,
Georgia and it presently has 132 collegiate
chapters in the United States and Canada.
The national philanthropic project is the
provision of medical equipment for han-

Placement Schedule

dicapped children, through the National
Society for Crippled Children and Adults.
Founded at Monmouth College, Monmouth, Illinois in 1867, Pi Beta Phi has 111
chapters throughout the United States and
Canada. The National headquarters are
located in St. Louis, Missouri. Phi Phi's
national philanthropy is Arrowmont, a
settlement school in Gatlinburg, Tennessee which provides a livelihood for
many people of- the Great Smoky Mountains through the sale of weaving and
basketry.
Any woman student interested in
learning more about the colonization can
obtain information in the Office of Student
Affairs, 201 Mell Hall.

Eligible students interested in signing up for interviews with prospective employers may begin
scheduling appointments in the placement office, according to Al Mathiasen, placement director.
The scheduling period for interviews to be held
February 16-20 begins Monday.
Students scheduling interviews should leave completed
College Interview Forms in the placement office at the
time of scheduling so recruiters can review the forms
prior to the scheduled interviews.
Further information, including information about
summer jobs, may be obtained from the placement office, seventh level, above the loggia (656-2152).

Interview Date
Mon., Feb. 16
Mon., Feb. 16
Tues., Feb. 17
Tues., Feb. 17
Tues., Feb. 17
Tues.,
Tues.,
Wed.,
Wed.,

Scholarship Competition
The annual Delta Delta Delta Service
Projects Scholarship Competition will be
held on the campus of Clemson University
beginning February 1. All full-time undergraduate women students on this
campus are eligible to apply. Applicants
should be well-qualified students, showing
promise of valuable service in their chosen
field. Academic record, contribution to
campus life, and financial need are points
to be considered.
Tri Deltas at Clemson University will
grant two awards of $300 each. All local
winners in the colleges and universities
where there are Tri Delta chapters will

automatically be eligible for one of the
$1,000 awards to be made by Delta Delta
Delta's National Service Projects Fund.
Application forms are available from
Dean Delony's office or the Service
Projects Chairman of the Delta Delta
Delta sorority. For further information
call Robin Plummer at 656-8363. Completed applications must reach the Service
Projects Chairman of Tri Delta or Dean
Delony by March 1.

.forest fires burn
more than trees

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

17
17
18
18

Company
Bahnson Co.
W.R. Grace & Co. (Cryovac)
Union Camp
Oscar-Mayer
Dan River (Iselin JeffersonWoodstde)
Saginaw-Steering (Div-GM)
Va. Chemical
Nat. Semi-conductor
Simons Eastern

Wed., Feb. 18
Wed., Feb. 18

Jeffrey Mfg (Div Dresser Ind)
Gen Tel Co. of S.E.

Thurs., Feb. 19
Thurs., Feb. 19
Thurs., Feb. 19
Fri., Feb. 20
Fri., Feb. 20

Owens Corning Fiberglass
Intl Paper
Dow Badische
Owens Corning Fiberglass
IBM

Preferred Majors
of Students
EE, ME, TT, TS
ChE
BS Only
ChE, ME, Forestry
Sales Trainees
Text Mfg & Mgnt
IM
ChE
ChE, EE, ME, Pysics
EE, ME for consulting
design with emphasis on
heavy ind eauip (pulp, paper)
EE, ME, ET
Acct, Econ, EE, ET, AM,
FM, IM, Math
ChE, CE, EE, ME, IM
ChE, ME
ChE
see Thurs.
Info not available

Move cars before games
Resident students who park their cars in
the parking lot behind the football stadium
should take special note of two upcominp
Saturday afternoon basketball games
scheduled for Littlejohri Coliseum, according to Bill Pace ,of the University
traffic office.
The parking lot behind Death Valley
must be cleared by 10 a.m. on February 14
and again by 10 a.m. on February 21 to
make room for the cars of persons at-

tending the basketball games scheduled
for those days, Pace stated.
On -February 14, Clemson plays
Maryland and on February 21, the Tigers
meet the N.C. State Wolfpack.
Pace suggested that students move their
cars on the Friday nights preceeding the
game. days. He said resident students
could move their cars to commuter lots,
the old rugby field, and to parking lot R2
behind Cemetery Hill.

Leos Be Leery
This is not a time for travelling.
Just stay put with
a nice mellow bottle of
Carlo Rossi California
Burgundy. Carlo Rossi
is made from some
of the finest
grapes in the
solar system.
The price?
Mars points
to financial
gain with
Carlo Rossi.

Buy us for
our taste.
Not our price.
page 6

Carlo Rossi Vineyards, Modesto, Stanislaus County, Calif.

Hie Tiger
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Price announces candidacy fdr presidency
by Laura West
"Clemson Students are not always
happy students," according to Harold
Price, vice president of Clemson's student
body. In a press conference held at 4:30
p.m. on Wednesday, Price announced his
candidacy for the office of student body
president to a small group of friends,
student government officials, and the
press. Although the deadline for turning in
student government petitions is not until
February 15, Price is ready to begin
campaigning now.
Price stated that he will be conducting a
"personal campaign", in which he can
come across as "real" to the students;
"not just a name on a flier". Having been
involved in a campus-wide campaign
before, Price said he realizes the necessity
of establishing relations with the media
and the students. Following the procedure
used in his vice-presidental campaign,
Price stated he will be going door-to-door
in an attempt to reach as many students as
possible between now and the March 2
election.
Price expressed much concern over the
apathy displayed by students. "Student
government means a great deal to me. I'd
like to have a chance to make student
government worthwhile to the student.
Students need, to see results from their
government. Let 'em know why something
can't be done when proposals are
overridden by the administration. If the
student government puts forth an honest
effort and still can't do anything, it's
important to the students to know why.
"Perhaps, with the new student
government complex where represen-

tatives are available to confer with
students, the students will realize that
student government is not dead. In this
atmosphere of good legislation, students
will have a chance to ask their
representatives questions, present ideas,
and discuss problems that exist."
Issues Price plans to stress include the
parking situation, food services, and other
issues prevalent in most student government campaigns. However, his main
concern being that of improving communications between the students, their
representatives, and the administration,
Price proposed the possibility of a
newsletter that would include a column by
the student body president, comprehensive coverage of student government events, announcements of ■ committee activities, and senators' names and
phone numbers.
When asked about the necessity of increasing interest in student government,
Price acknowledged that student government at times is comprized of a very
closed group. He noted this and commented, "Perhaps more students could get
involved, if not through elected positions,
through working on specialized committees." For example, with the judicial
and legislative
branches of Student
Government, Price would like to establish
better relations, through sensitivity
sessions with various groups of individuals.
Price stressed his desire to "let the
student know what's going on and to give
them a chance to ask me questions".
Through holding more press conferences
and eventually, in an attempt to reach
especially the commuting student, holding
an open forum on the loggia.

In response to how he further plans to
conduct his campaign, Price said he will
make limited use of fliers because he feels
"fliers hurt the campus. I'd like to see
legislation passed limiting the number and
location of fliers." Price seems to feel that
candidates in the past have relied too
much on fliers as a method to expose their
names to the voters.
Price admitted that as vice-president, he
may have a times "spread himself too
thin". He added, however, that his involvement has helped him become "really
sensitive to and desiring know how people
really feel about me." Through his experience he has learned that what the
students want is someone they can go to
with their problems, he stated.
When asked what type of race for
president he forsees, Price expressed the

belief that he would not have an easy time
being elected. "I've got to prove I don't
have a big machine working for me," he
commented.
When questioned about how much time
he will have to devote to Student Government next year, Price explained that
having only 19 hours left to complete for
graduate, he will be ina position to
studying "slide a little, which is to be
expected."
He noted that as vice president he
spends five to six hours per day in this
office, and said he plans to continue doing so if elected president. "It's important for
me to be available to the students."
Price said of his campaign, "I'm really
serious about this thing. I've turned in my
petition. There's no turning back now."

The Headhunters
of Greenville
are now in Clemson.
103 Clemson St.

654-2599

Mary will be in on Wednesdays.

Upstairs at Clemson Plant
and Garden Center

UINCHTIME SPECIAL
MM., T«B, M!

Wed, MNE IN ONW

J9

Short sab, salad, tea-*1
11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Feb. 9,10,11.

Those who called the number
last week are entitled to a free Coke
with their pizzas next time they
dine-in or out.
February S, 1976
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Pace comments on student parking problems
by Chris Riley
Clemson student paid around $50,000 in
traffic fines last year according to Bill
Pace, assistant dean of students, in an
interview Tuesday.
Most of that money, which went into a
general fund that supplements the
university budget, came from various
parking violations. Many parking tickets
are given in the 30 minute timed parking
areas that are patrolled 24 hours a day.
"Students do not seem to realize that the
30 minute spaces at the Clemson House,
behind Byrnes, on the road in front of
Manning, in front of Sirrine, and the post
office parking area across from the police
station are checked all the time—day or
night," Pace said. "But all others are only
patrolled until 5 p.m."
The parking areas in front of the Loggia
has been closed and the driveway has been
torn up. But cars still find their way into
the remaining parking spaces by driving
on the sidewalks around Tillman.
A "No Parking" sign has been put up
and there will soon be a sign warning
students of the consequences of parking
there according to Pace. Anyone parking
there now will receive a ticket. The lot is
checked at intervals day and night and a
car can be ticketed several times during
the day.
The police department employs several
students as part-time traffic directors and
ticketing officers. The student officers can
only ticket other students' cars. Therefore,
if a students' car is overparked in an area,
a student patroler can ticket it. However if
a non-student car is overparked, only a full
time officer can ticket it.

ticketing process is not consistent. For
instance, one student released an instance
where his car was ticketed while the car
next to his, which had been parked there
longer, had not received a ticket. "I don't
think it is fair for me to get a ticket when I
had been parked there for a shorter time
than the other person. The other car was
not a student car and I am sure that is the
reason why it was not ticketed," the
student said.
Pace said this inconsistency was an
unfortunate situation. Student officers
cannot ticket non-student cars and full
time officers may be called away before
they have a chance to ticket all the cars in
violation of the traffic code.

According to Pace, officers have tried to
keep from ticketing student cars. The
afternoon before the Duke game there
were 200 cars in the parking lot behind the
stadium that had to be moved. The police
department took down parking sticker
numbers, looked up the students' phone
numbers and called them so their cars
would not be towed away. As a result, only
39 cars were towed.
Another parking problem that Pace
mentioned was the situation that exists
with the C-l commuter lots. Many students
who Dark there have classes in Godfrey
and Tillman, and the lot becomes ex-

tremely crowded. Pace recommends that
the problem can be relieved if students
who had classes in Godfrey or Tillman
would park in the lot adjacent to the Soccer
field. "The soccer field is just as close and
the students wouldn't have as much
trouble finding a parking space," Pace
contends.
Although there are around 8,000 cars
registered on campus and more registered
commuter cars than commuter spaces,
Pace says that there are no new parking
lots planned for the immediate future. He
did state, however, that there were some
in the "tenative planning stage."

Dinglefesters perform "Goosebumps
by Bryan Golson
The Dinglefest Theatre Company, a
theatrical group from Chicago, will
present "Goosebumps," an original
musical production to the students and
faculty of Clemson University.
The group, sponsored by the Student
Union Cultural Committee, will perform in
Tillman Hall Auditorium on Saturday,
February 7, at 8 p.m.
The Dinglefesters have introduced a
unique style of dramatic art to the stage.
The technique used by the performers
given the name "verbatum technique,"
involves rattling off direct quotations from

popular literature in a thought provoking
satiracal manner.
In this production, they created mimes,
sequences, machines, songs and dances
which make use of this technique.
The company was formed in 1969, and
was first known as the Luther Burbank
Dingleberry Festival. The company is
composed of seven professional performers. The company is itself unique in
that all the members of the company
create the material necessary for their
performances.
"Goosebumps" is an original work that
combines music, popular literature, and
the unique techniques of the company to

99

study fear, rational and irrational
superstitions, and urban paranoia. Some
scenes study specifically the problems of
park muggings, aging and how to avoid it,
government spying, safety, and fear in
general.
The format of "Goosebumps" is comic
and the production yields itself to
philosophical
interpretation.
The
Dinglefesters certainly have proved
themselves capable of providing top notch
entertainment in as much as the company
received five "outstanding" awards from
the Chicago Drama Critics League. This is
the largest number of awards ever given to
a single company in one season.

student L/couernment

C+techion6

President
Vice-President
High & Low Court
Petition deadline is February 15;
Election is March 2.
Senate vacancies include:
D-section
E-section (2)
Barnett
Smith
Clemson House
Off Campus (2)
Petition deadline is February 10;

Hew Shipment of Levi's Just Arrived
(All Styles)
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Election is February 17.

the tiger

CDA
(continued from page one)
The Bluegrass Festival was very unsuccessful because only 500 students attended. "I had always thought that there
was a bluegrass following in Clemson,"
Leitch commented.
Although the bluegrass concert was
sparsely attended, both the Doobie
Brothers' concert and the Loggins and
Messina concert broke student attendance
records. A record 5000 students came to
see the Doobie Brothers perform last
semester.
"I think we've been successful in
reaching the students," Leitch said. "We
(CDA) judge our successfulness on the
number of students who come," he added.
On that basis, CDA turned down a
concert with Waylon Jennings. "I didn't
think that he would sell at all," Leith
stated.
The financial status of CDA has improved dramatically. "We were in the hole
for about five or six years, but we finally
have got out of that," he remarked.
Presently CDA is about $1000 in the black.
Still, Leitch says he will ask Student
Senate to allocate "a couple hundred
dollars" to CDA for next year. CDA was
not funded at all by the senate last year. "I
know I'm not going to get the money,
because the senate is cutting back on
everything,." he commented.
Leitch related' that the drug situation at
concerts has been better this year than in
past years. "Students at Clemson don't
take drugs into concerts, because they
have learned their lesson — they haye seen
their friends get thrown in jail, and
Pickens County is not the best place to get
busted in." he remarked.

Most of the arrests last semester were
made for alcohol, not drugs, and the
majority of arrests were of non-Clemson
students.
Approximately 25 Undercover narcotics
agents are given complementary tickets
and attend each concert. "CDA is required
to give them comp tickets, because Littlejohn Coliseum is state property, and
we're under the jurisdiction of the state."

Leitch revealed.
The agents are easily recognizable he
contended. "They're in Army shirts, have
moderate length or short hair, and are
basically big redneck-looking type people
— they stick out like a sore thumb," Leitch
continued.
CDA may make some changes this
semester: the organization is considering
holding a weekday concert, because its use

of Little John is limited to five weekends
this semester. "I don't know how it would
do, but if we get offered a good enough
concert on a weekday, we would take it,
he said.
After holding three concerts last I
semester, CDA is "shooting for" four
concerts this semester, according to
Leitch. But realistically, Leitch hopes to
have CDA hold "at least two" concerts this |
semester.

Escort service established on trial basis
by Jake Clark
The University Traffic and Parking
Committee's Shuttle Bus Sub-Committee
has scheduled a Pilot Shuttle Bus Study to
run February 16-19 and again February 2326. A university van will be provided for
each side of campus to follow routes
similar to those of the Alpha Phi Omega
Sunday night shuttle.
Mike
Baxley,
Student
Senate
representative to the Traffic and Parking
Committee and originator of the proposal,
stated that this service is only a study to
determine if an escort service of this
nature will support itself. He added that
the University has no funds to underwrite
this service.
Because of this lack of funding, riders
will be charged 25 cents per ride. Baxley
detailed the reasons for this cost, stating
that the Physical Plant charges 12V2 cents
per mile for van rental', which is approximately $1.50 per hour on West

campus and $1.87 per hour on East
Campus for vans making six trips each
hour.
He noted that if the service is established
on a regular basis, drivers would, have to
be hired and would receive $2.30 per hour.
For the purposes of the two week study,
however, members of Alpha Phi Omega
have agreed to provide the drivers free of
charge.
"We certainly appreciate the gracious
help of the APO brothers, who have
volunteered their time and services,
because without them this could not be
possible," Baxley stated,
During this study program, records will
be kept in order to determine the peak
hours of use and then if a permanent
service is begun, hours may be
streamlined in order to keep costs at a
minimum.
The experimental pilot shuttle will run
between the hours of 6:30 p.m. and 1:00

a.m. and the routes of the vans will be as |
follows:
EAST CAMPUS: The van will go aroundI
Manning Circle; then go left on Bryan
Street to South Palmetto Boulevard,
and then proceed to resident parking
lot number one, and then back to
Manning Circle. This route is a total of
1.5 miles and takes about 6 to 7 minutes
for a complete trip.
WEST CAMPUS: The van will leave from
the underpass of B and C section, will
proceed down Fort Hill Street and turn
left on Klugh Avenue and go to
Williamson Road. After a left turn the
route will go past the stadium, turn
right and go down to resident parking
lot number four, out to Perimeter
Road, down to resident parking lot
number two and back to Johnstone
Hall. This route is a total of 2 miles and
takes approximately 9 to 10 minutes to
complete.

SAVE

^KENWOOD
AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

The sound approach to
quality

25 % «

•Hut
Our people make it better

SANDWICHES

Have you tried any of our new sandwiches —

Don Jones
Custom Stereo

Our famous Sandwich Supreme or our Hot & Spicy Smoked Sausage
— How about our Hot Corned Beef, Roast Beef, Sliced Turkey,
Pastrami, or our Ham Sandwich—

has the complete Kenwood
line.

Save 25 pet. off Regular Price just clip & use coupon below
—limited time only—

ANY OF THESE
FOR ONLY

$150

1

Good only Feb. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

pi^ga
^ BW a.

limit 1 per person

Any Pizza Hut sandwich for only $1.50 with this coupon at the

Pizza Hut
College Avenue

Clemson Shopping Center
654- 4732
used equipment on sale, also
February 5, 1976

Clemson, SC

654-5579

not valid for use during lunch
All sandwiches served with chips & pickle Spear
We slice our own meats
At Pizza Hut—our people make it better
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UNIVERSITY STEREO
Sale Prices Good Through Feb. 13th
University Mini-Mall
654-4400
open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

Lafayette Miero 723

AUDIO BUYS

Famous Nationwide for Reliability and
Performance
e 23 Channels .
• Signal and Power Motor
• Range Boost for Greater Range

Koss Pro 4AA
10-20,000 hz
frequency response
List $65.00 Our Price

(

4400

Koss K6 10-16,000 hz
frequency response List
$19.95 Our Price

$

1495

Shure M91E magnetic
cartridge
• % to V/2 gram tracking
• w
• frequency response 20-20,000 hz ',-,
List $49.95 Our Price

S19..00
off

volum*

I

B1SE ANTENNAS

B^^B_a^^H

cush craft 3 element:
beam 8 db gain-25 db
front-to-back ratio

Convert your mobile cb rig to base operation
Heavy duty 12
volt 3 amp
regulated
power supply

$0*95

23

Deluxe Lafayette
ground plane • solid
aluminum 108" radials
& radiator • accepts
lMs" mast and PL 259
connector

3995
Volume control amplified mic provides
up to 15 db. Built-in two-stage amplifier
is powered by 7 volt battery.
Gain setting of 1 to 10, will fully
modulate any transciever.

M+H/U

17.95

26 95

Model M+2

Retail S55.00

Car stereos

710 QX automatic
turntable

Craig model 3520 cassette stereo player
Features: built-in FM stereo radio; five
preset pushbuttons for automatic channel
selection; manual tuning knob; automatic
cassette ejection; power cut-off at end of

CB-500UB Transceiver
Full featured, solid state, 23
channel, crystal-controlled
unit. Features include rangeboost circuitry, Variable
Squelch, Automatic Noisey?
Limiter and pinpoint Delta
tuning. Luxury features
include Signal/RF meter,

*Dual Range sunchronous motor

IN STOCK

e wow and flutter below .1 pet. • Rumble less
than 55db
• Includes Shure M91E cartridge, base, and
dust cover Reg. $199.95 Sale Price
$

tage 10

16995

Save $30

program; fast forward, rewind; quick release mounting; automatic frequency
control;

$179.95

U.S. Pioneer
CT-2121

n-[
tiiiii

rubber coated, shock-proof
knobs, illuminated channel
selector and Public Address
Mode. Uses 12 Volts DC,
positive/negative ground

• Dolby cassette deck
• Front-loading
• Pause control
• Auto, stop
Featuring front panel access for
cassettes and all operating controls, the CT-2121 comes equipped with built-in selectable

Dolby noise reduction for up to
lOdB s/n improvement, separate
bias & equalization switches, direct transport switching, 2 VU
meters and pause control.
Specs include: w & f—less
than 0.12% wrms; response —
30Hz- 16kHz; and s/n—58dB
w/Dolby.
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An evening at Gutter Coffee House: something different
by Barbara Pinder
Last year there was some talk of closing
The Gutter Coffee House, but, according to
Peter Bethany, chairman of the Coffee
House Community of the Student Union,
this talk has now stopped. He said that The
Gutter and The Night Club can both
operate on campus successfully.
Last Thursday, Friday and Saturday
nights, Robin and Linda Williams along
with Peter Ostroushko performed at the
Gutter. The crowd was a big one. The
Gutter was packed to-the rafters. Folk
music was performed on guitars and a
fiddle. The Williams also harmonized
several selections.
According to Bethany, the Williams
and Ostroushko are professionals and
were paid $100 a night plus food and
lodging. He said that Ostroushko played
selections from Bob Dylan's "Blood on the
Tracks" album on the mandolin.
Most students donate 50 cents to The
Gutter, said Bethany. The money is used to
cover publicity. A little of this money also
goes to help pay for the performing group.
"The crowd was a good size on Saturday
night although we had to compete with the
Shawn Philips concert on Friday night,"
said Bethany. The crowd on Thursday
night was not as big as expected either.
However, in general, interest is "picking
up" at The Gutter: At the end of February,
a local group will be performing at The
Gutter, said Bethany. On February 13-15,
Paul Carney will be performing on the
piano.
The Gutter, a basement room below the
YMCA, was started six years ago. The
actual room is not very big but is a nice

place to relax and get away from the rush
of life.
Much work has been done to improve the
atmosphere at The Gutter. For instance,
carpet was installed at the beginning of
last semester. Paintings by Legare Por-

sche have also been added.
Another added attraction that might
come to The Gutter is wine. According to
Bethany, The Gutter is interested in adding wine and cheese to the list of refreshments now for sale at The Gutter.

Bethany, along with his dozen committee members hope -that this semester,
more people will discover The Gutter. He
encouraged everyone to come down, listen
to good music, and enjoy talking with
friends.

American Crystallography Association
by Bryan Golson
"A crystallographer discovered the
structure of the drug penicillin," Dr. Don
P. Miller stated during the recent meeting
of the American Crystallographic
Association.
The American
Crystallographic
Association met at Clemson University for
their winter meeting. Two hundred and
thirty-six scientists from the United
States, France, and Puerto Rico met to
give papers, lectures, and demonstrations
concerning the structure of molecules.
"Crystallography is the science that
deals with the study of everyday materials
that can be studied systematically,"
Miller commented. "The science has
applications in the sciences of physics,
chemistry, biology, and meterlergical
science," Miller continued.
"Crystalline structure is studied with
the aid of X-ray diffraction, electron
diffraction, and neutron diffraction,"
according to Miller.
Crystallography has been used in a
variety of ways including crime fighting.
"For instance, say a crime has been

committed and you have only some sand
from a shoe," Dr. Alan Mighell, a scientist
attending the convention said. "Identifying exactly what those crystals are
may enable police to tell where they came
from."
"Many drugs used today have a
crystalline structure, with the aid of
crystallographic studies these drugs are
more easily identified, if circumstances
make such a study necessary," Mighell
added.
Crystallography also plays an important
role in cancer research. "Certain types of
molecules may become associated with
DNA, a molecule that is responsible for the
coding of genetic information in the human
body, and cause the DNA to instruct the
body to make, more cells than it should.
This results in the formation of cancer,"
according to Dr. David Zacharias, a
member of the convention.
"Crystallography has potential to help
the United States save petroleum energy,"
Miller stated. "If with the aid of
crystallography we can improve the
properties of textiles such as cotton, less
petroleum will be used to manufacture

synthetic materials.
"Crystallography is a diverse field that
is becoming even broader," Dr. Miller
said. The science has been useful in the
study of medicine, law enforcement, and
the natural sciences, he added.

SR-50A

$67.50

SR-5lfi ..... 99.95
SR-52 $299,951
PXGRAWABLC WITH OPTIONAL ,
PRIWTfR. AVAILABLE SOON

NEW. ALL ACCESSORIES
FULL II) VR. WARRANTY
50 OAY REPLACEMENT

Texas Instruments
electronic edeuiators
• SHIPPED

FREE*

NO SALES TAX FOR OUT OF STATE CUSTOWRS
OCCKS. M.O. OR C.O.D. f»l .50 COD. FEE!

Surveyor* Supply Company
P. 0. BOX 999 104 IV. CHATHAM STREET
APEX. NORTH CAROLINA 27502
(919) 362-7000

Musical Instruments and Accessories
Blank Tapes —
Eight Track, Cassettes,
Reel-to-Reel

®yrd®u
Try Our New Additions:

We carry many instruction books,
including Aaron Shearer for classic guitar
CB Radios

Cassette Recorders

Be mett

Reuben Sandwich
Fresh-Baked Apple Pie
11-8 Mon.-Wed. 11-9 Thurs.-Sun,

/v/udic L^enL

university square-302 seneca rd. clemson, s.c.
dial 654-6895 for carry out

AtfD SftfitEP READING....

creative <*i
computings/

wet!
86B«3 PA6CS0FANTIMEPiA 6 rSMCSAffitft!
BUILDING YOUR OWN COMPUTER?
Whatever machine YOU build or buy - Altair,
Sphere, DEC. DG. Pace, or ? - YOU need
Creative Computing. Building and programming hints every issue. Like using a cassette
recorder with an acoustic coupler. Video discs
- the ultimate I/O device. And much more.

COULD A COMPUTER
TAKE OVER THE WORLD?
Isaac Asimov in a new short story describes
what happens when all the computers on
earth after a nuclear holocaust link up to
support the few remaining human survivors.
Want to know the outcome? Then get
Creative Computing, the magazine that speaks
your language.

a wumpus, or chasing a rabbit in a maze?
Would you like to match wits with a
whimsical grocer, solve the mystery of the
hunting cabins, or ponder a palindrome? If so,
you need Creative Computing, the fun-andgames computer magazine.

\tf
rf

All
Bromeliad
Plants

3*

Clay Pottery
thru Saturday, Feb. 14

THE NEXT PICASSO - A COMPUTER?
Can a computer create original art? Or is it
just a tool? Does all computer art look
"mechanical"? Will computer art have an
impact on art as a whole in the future? How
to do color graphics on your plotter or line
printer.
~
All subscribers will receive a
$5.95 computer art book FREEI
Please send me the following —
O 1 Yr. $8 □ 3 Yrs. $21
O Sample
$1.50
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

10% off on Valentine Roses
if ordered by Sal, Feb. 7

CLEMSON GARDEN CENTER
101 Clemson Si (Across Hie R.R. tracks from Lamar's)

,

.ZIP.
DO COMPUTERS PLAY GAMES WITH YOU? STATE
Return
to
Creative
Computing.
P.O. Box
Would you like to play a game with a
computer? Like fighting a space war, hunting 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960.

9:30-6 Mon.-Sat.

)
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Foster prepares Clemson for Wake
by Charles Jacobs
Co-Sports Editor '

Cromer

TREE ROLLINS hooks over Carolina's Mitch Kupchak. Rollins and Kupchak
played e venly, but Carolina prevailed.

Clemson basketball coach Bill Foster sat
in his office and sighed, "You know," he
said, "I really believe that we're playing
better now than we were back when we
beat Maryland and Wake. We play with
more aggression and poise. Our reserves
are playing better and the attitude of the
team is just great.
"One reason that we lost to them
(Carolina and NC State) is that they are
getting ready for us now. Instead of just
saying 'ahh! Here comes that Tiger
group,' coaches are saying, 'Hey boys!
Clemson beat these top ranked teams!'
That gets everyone pepped up and they
play harder against us."
The Tigers, after two road losses, to
nationally ranked UNC and NC State, have
a free weekend before next Wednesday's
game with Wake Forest at Littlejohn.
Coach Foster was thankful for the rest. "I
am really glad for this weekend break. The
team has been busting their tails and they
deserve a rest. I told them to relax and
take it easy and not to even think about the
game for awhile.
"The boys have been playing with some
pressure mostly on themselves. They're
trying hard to play well and represent the
student body of Clemson as best as they
can. At some points they get a little rattled
and make mistakes, but they're out there
giving all that they can the whole time.
There isn't anyone loafing."
Although he has told the team to relax,
Foster is not going to forget about Wake
Forest. In discussing the game, he stated
that the Deacons are "the best outside
jump-shooting team in the ACC. They've

Trailing the Tiger

Probation: No excuse for self-pity
by Charles Jacobs
Co-Sports Editor

other team played better and not because
of any hidden discouragement. The team
plays as though there is nothing wrong,
because to them, there is nothing wrong.
Perhaps those who refuse to support a
team on probation do so because they do
not understand the range and scope of the
penalties ascribed by the NCAA. The
punishment is ascribed as follows:
1. "Clemson shall be pubicly
reprimanded and placed on probation for
three years."
2. "Clemson shall not play in any post
season games." This means the Tigers are
not allowed to play the NCAA tourney, the
National Invitational Tournament, or any
other post-season play. The Tigers can
play in the ACC Tournament and can win it
in the same fashion that NC State did
during its probation. This penalty has no
bearing on the games now being played.
3. "Clemson shall not be on any televised
event subject to the administration of the
NCAA." As is obviously the case, Clemson
can appear nationally on television. The
ruling applies only to NCAA playoff
'games, and inasmuch as the Tigers can't
play in them anyway, the penalty is
meaningless.
4. "Clemson shall be allowed only two
athletic scholarships in basketball."
Clemson is losing only two seniors, Bruce
Harmon and Charlie Rogers. Therefore

Many students, alumni, and interested
individuals have envisioned the Clemson
University basketball program as being
held down with an intolerable weight:
probation. Each loss, each turnover, and
each missed shot is blamed on the fact that
the Tigers are doomed by a three year
curse leveled by the NCAA. Many selfappointed psycologists say to themselves
that all the Tigers can do is grope along
until they have purged themselves.
As a result, they feel that there is no use
to cheer for a team that has a mental
millstone around its neck. It is a well
known fact that any team in Clemson's
situation is doomed.
It is a well known fact to everyone except those who are involved with Tiger
Basketball. While others bemoan the dirty
deal that has befallen the Tigers, the team
has not let it interfere with their play. In
fact, they have not thought about it at all.
The team is too busy playing ball to worry
about the past.
Coach Foster has related that after
every game and nearly everyday someone
comes to hjm and asks if maybe, deep in
the team's subconscience, the fact that
they cannot participate in prestigous postseason play makes them feel futile. His
reply is that if they lose, it's because the
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only two scholarships would be available
anyway.
5. "Further limits on scholarships for
the year 1977-78 are imposed." These~
penalties have no direct effect on the
present play of the team.
6. The football violation which was
mentioned, has no effect on the basketball
team.
7. "The University shall sever all
relations with those involved in the
violations." This requirement was fulfilled
long before the present basketball season
began. As a result, the team, individually
and collectively, feel that the entire affair
is behind them.
Those most occupied with the spectre of
probation are those who have little or no
dealings with Coach Foster and his team.
They feel that their honor has been sullied,
and they want restitution. In the wake of
the revelations of past evils, it is far easier
to wallow in self pity and lick one's wounds
than it is to help the team win.
People who feel that because the team is
on probation, they are evil and should not
be supported, are the worst form of
traitors that this University has. The team
refuses to allow probation to be a crutch to
lean on and will not bemoan any inconvenience placed upon them.
The only stone that they are going to
have difficulty overcoming is the refusal of

got people like Skip Brown, Jerry
Schellenberg and Rod Griffin who can just
bomb from the outside. We'll have to play
them tight and not get involved in a running battle with them. That's how they
beat all those big teams earlier in the
season."
Nor has Coach Foster forgotten about
his team's recent setbacks at the hands of
the Tarheels and the Wolfpack. Both
games saw the Tigers fight on even terms
during the first half, but foul trouble was a
problem for Clemson against both teams.
The team's free-throw accuracy was also a
factor. Foster was also a trifle upset about
the officiating in the contests, drawing two
technical fouls in the last twenty seconds
of the NC State game. The usually cool
Clemson coach stated that he was "trying
to get a third technical so they'd throw me
out of the game, but I couldn't get it. I don't
like to blame officiating for either of our
losses, though."
Foster also saw some things which
pleased him.' 'I would say that except for a
few stretches of the games, we are
definitely playing better now. Dave Brown
played a real gutsy game against State's
Kenny Carr. He never let up. Jimmy
Howell did a great job when Tree got in
foul trouble. He busted his tail on both ends
of the court. Derrick Johnson had an excellent game. He came from his reserve
position and gave all he had. The whole
team, in fact, gave a great effort and their
attitude has been super.
"When you have a couple of losses like
we've had, it's easy for team members to
start looking for faults in each other. The
team hasn't done anything like that.
Instead they say, 'if only I had done such
and such, then I might have stopped that
score,' and things like that. It's just great
to see so much team feeling in the group."
The Clemson coach is looking for such
team feeling to continue when Clemson
hosts Wake Forest next Wednesday. He
believes that the Deacons will be out to
regain their position in the nation's top
twenty, and that a win against the Tigers
would do much to enhance such a move.
Foster commented, "Of course, they'll
be after us. We beat them at their place,
and I'm sure that they want them to
return the favor. I hope that we don't
accommadate them. Our record is now 146 with a lot of tough games to go either
way. It all depends on our attitude. The
other teams are trying harder against us
and we've got to work harder, too.
"By the time this season is over, we'll
have played at least eight or nine
nationally ranked teams and at present
our record (14-6 and 3rd in the ACC) is not
too bad. We're just going to have to look to
each game one at a time, and play our best
to win."

some people to forget the past. Unless
these people can "knock the beams out of
their eyes" they may never be able to
enjoy Clemson Basketball in the future.
The events in the past were wrong. They
were the results of too much power in a
separate branch of the Athletic Department and those who were a part of the
wrong doings have been replaced. Those
now in charge and those participating in
basketball had nothing to do with the past
activities, why should they be denied
support that is due them?
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Denny Walling starts professional career
quite a shock","said Walling. The contract
Denny signed includes money for school
and is a major league contract which
makes him eligible to play in the majors,
not just on a farm team.
During the last month of play, the
Oakland A's enlarged their team roster
and Denny was included on the list. He
played a total of fifteen innings, defensively-. Denny was 1-9 at the plate, facing
such pitchers as Wilber Wood, Nelson
Briles, Frank Tanana. Denny learned a lot
by just being there. "The guys on the team
were very loose, they treat you right. For
me it was scary at first, but you're just
another person to them, which is good. It
was really something," commented
Denny.
Denny will be practicing here until the
end of this month, at which time he will
report to Phenox Arizona for spring
training. A native of New Jersey, Denny
likes the weather here plus the available
facilities. This will be Denny's first spring
training session in the major leagues.
After spring training he will report to
either Chattanooga, Tennessee or Arizona
where he will play this year.
"This coming year is a big year for me. I
believe in myself, but you have to get
there, you have to do it."

by Bob Douglas
Co Sports Editor '
Denny Walling, had at the conclusion of
last season the most home runs, the most
runs batted in, and the highest batting
average of any one in the ACC.
Described by a Tiger baseball brochure
as possibly one of the best diamond
prospects to enter the Clemson camp since
John Curtis (now playing with the St. Louis
Cardinals). Before coming to Clemson
Denny attended Brookdale Community
College for two years. In High School he
lettered in football, basketball and
baseball.
Denny was made an offer from the
Oakland Athletics last May, but refused it
in hopes of a higher one later on. He chose
to play ball with The Valley League for the
summer. Two weeks before his summer
season was over Denny was asked to play
on the USA team. The team traveled to
South America and Canada.
After losing the first game, the team
went on to win sixteen straight games and
two championships. "Right after that was
over, I came home and Finley (Charles 0.
Finley, Owner of the Oakland A's) called
up personally and doubled the offer. It was

MADAME MARY
one visit will convince you

located on 123 by-pass
2 miles from Clemson
look for the sign in front
Open 7 days a week from 9 am—10 pm

A.C.C. BASKETBALL WEEKLY
•

Walt Disney's
I ffluMffis l
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A Complete Informative
Newsletter
devoted
to
America's greatest basketball
conference—The ATLANTIC
COAST CONFERENCE
• Weekly reports on all ACC
teams
• Accurate predictions on all ACC
games.
• We highlight all ACC games for
the coming week.
• A brief review of all national
games.
• Inside Information and Analysis
•_J8 Big Issues—mailed weekly
• A MUST for all ACC fans.
• $10.00—for the season

The Clemson women's basketball team,
under the direction of head coach Mary
Kennerty King, dropped two games during
the past week. The Tigers, now 6-5, fell to
undefeated Columbia College 60-56 on
Friday night. Janet Forester, the girls'
leading scorer of the season, was held to
only four points.
On Tuesday night in Rock Hill the Tiger

Downtown
654-1719
CLEARANCE SALE
Green or red Nylon Brooks
Casual and jogging shoes
$10.00 ea.
White leather Brooks Casuals
and jogging shoes
$11.00
Puma "Fits"
$10.00
Orange Suede Leather " Golas" $11.00
Converse Court Star Tennis Shoes $10.00
Converse Skid Grip Tennis Shoes $10.00
SALE
Friday and Saturday ONLY! All
Fraternity Jerseys ordered through us
are $7.50 plus tax — individually or as a
group. Price includes Greek letters.

women lost to a strong Winthrop team 8270, after falling behind 17-4.
The Tigers will play next in the first
annual edition of the Virginia Invitational
Tournament at Charlottesville this Friday
at 3 p.m. against North Carolina. Their
next game at Littlejohn will be a 5:15 tilt
on February 11 against North Greenville
College.
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tiger ^i^
sports shop

Adidas Superstars.
Puma Basket
Puma Canvas Basketball
Adidas Rod Laver
Puma Leather Matches
Adidas Stan Smith
Puma Canvas Tennis
Ladies Monte Carlos <
Puma Ladies Tennis
Adidas Love Set
Puma Rapids
Adidas SL-72
Puma Joggers
Cotton Sweatsuits
Nylon Sweatsuits

$30.00
$26.58
$11.25
$18.95
$24.95
$24.95
$11.25
$24.95
$24.95
$18.95
$18.45
$27.95
$23.95
$14.95
$24.00 up

Vittert Racquetball Racquets $21.00 up
Rawlings Racquetball Racquets $16..00
Gatsby Hats
$5.50
All Tennis Balls
$2.99
Wilson T-2000 Frame
$38.00
Spalding Poncho Gonzales
$36.00
Rawlings John Newcombe $36.00
Tiger Paw Ski Caps
$3.25
Socks
from $1.36
Onitsuka Tigers
from $24.95
Converse HiTops
$14.00
Converse Leather Moccasins
$20.00

A.CC. BASKETBALL WEEKLY
P.O. BOX 892
BOWIE, MD. 20715
Yes, send me ACC Weekly

True Life Adventure at-6:45
Strongest Man atr8:20
Matinee Sat & Sun. A12:30

astro 3 theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/654-1670
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Name
Address.
City

Zip

.State.
.Send check or M.O.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY! Ail
Trio first quality leather soccer balls,
retail price $29.00 or sale for $19.00.
All Tennis Balls $2.99 a can.
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Ruggers remains undefeated, unscored upon
The Clemson Rugby Club expanded its
record to 3-0-1 last Sunday with wins over
the Atlanta Rugby Club. Both games were
played under less than ideal conditions, as
the field was soaking wet and the temperature was in the 40's with a strong
wind.
Clemson opened its home season with a
14-0 win in the first game. Brad Davis
scored on a run following a missed field
goal attempt, and Lee Escalvon scored a
try on a run following a loose ruck. The
Clemson Ruggers also scored two field
goals.
In the second game, Clemson opened an

+

early lead on a well executed scnim.
Randy Troop, playing his first game at
scrum, handed the ball to Pat Shealy who
was free to pass to Bruce Fults, who went
in for the try. Tom Holjis intercepted an
Atlanta pass, ran 40 yards for a try, and
Fults scored a second try on a short run.
The final try came on a defensive effort by
Tom Evans who broke a loose ruck and
scored. The final score was 16-0, and
marked the fourth game this season that
the Ruggers have not been scored on. The
next match is scheduled for Sunday at 2
p.m. at Clemson against the Atlanta
Renegades.

ACC Tickets

ACC Tickets

Tickets to the Atlantic Coast Conference
(ACC) Basketball Tournament are
available to Clemson University students.
The ACC Ticket Committee of. student
/
government has made arrangements with
the athletic department to handle the
distribution of tourney tickets.
The cost of the booklet of tickets for the
games on March 4, 5 and 6 is $30. Students
may sign up for the tickets through the
student government office which is located
on the upper level of the student union
plaza. You may either go by the office or
call 656-2195.
Bill C. McLellan, athletic director for
Clemson University, emphasized that
simply signing up for the tickets does not
guarantee that the student will receive the
tickets. Each school in the ACC is alloted a
certain number of tickets; therefore, there
are only a limited number of tickets to be
given to Clemson fans. It seems that in the
past students have not had the opportunity
to obtain tournament tickets.
When questioned about this point,
McLellan responded, "In the past it has
T)een possible for Clemson students to
obtain tickets to the ACC tournament;
however, this is the first time we have
publicized the fact that students can get
tickets.
How are you going to handle their
distribution? "We are here to help the
students in any way that we can. I feel that
we are obliged to make tickets to our home
games available to students at Clemson.

*

Other schools in the ACC feel the same
way. Therefore, if we can obtain tickets to
the tournament, we want to be sure that
Clemson fans use them."
How will you ensure that the students
themselves will use their tickets? "This is
one of our major concerns. The tickets will
be picked up at Capital Center in
Maryland. A student will be required to
present his identification card and ac-'
tivities card. When we confirm the
reservation for the tickets, we will take the
students i.d. number. If we discover that
someone other than a student, the student
who bought the ticket, is sitting in one of
our seats, we will find out who the ticket
was originally sold to and will prosecute
that person in student court."
"The reason for being so cautious about
the distribution of tickets is fairly clear:
the tickets are for use by the ticket holder,
a Clemson fan. If the tickets are misused,
they won't be made available to students,"
according to Jay Spector, one of the
student government members who is
working on this project.
Spector went on to say that if Clemson
should lose before the final rounds of
tournament play, Clemson students will be
released from their agreement and may
sell their tickets, but as long as Clemson is
still in the compeition, students will be
expected to honor their agreement."
Confirmation of reservations for tickets
will be made by February 18. As to the
problem of deciding who will be given the

ABORTION AND
BIRTH CONTROL

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail
order catalog. Enclose $1.00 to cover
postage and handling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE., NO. 206
LOS ANGELES, CALI F. 90025
(213) 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

Information And Referral-No Fee
Referral Up To 24 Weeks. General
Anesthesia.
Vasectomy and Tubal Ligation
Also Available.
Free Pregnancy Test. Call PCS.
Non-Profit ...

Henderson leads
The men's swimming team, under the
direction of Carl McHugh, won two meets
and dropped one during the past week.
In the first meet, won by Clemson 66-47
over Georgia Tech, Paul Kelker earned
first place honors in both the 200-yard
freestyle and the 200-yard butterfly, and
teammate Durrell Youmans took top
honors in both the one and three meter
diving events.
On Saturday, Clemson defeated Duke 7340 with co-captain Mike Henderson winning both the 200-yard individual medly
and the 200 yard breaststroke. He also
swam a leg on the victorious medly relay
team.

Girls like it.
Jl
\®sL

202-298-7995

One of the world's
finest wood rackets is
actually made with
aluminum.

Yamaha Composite
The 3rd Generation
Racket

HARRIS

SPORTING GOODS
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tickets, it will be handled by a strict
screening process and a lottery system.
Students will be screened so that there is
no doubt that they are planning to go to
Landover, Maryland and see the team
play.
If a student so desires, student government will also make reservations at a hotel
in Springfield, Va., which is about 20
mfnutes from the coliseum. Four people
will be put in each room. This will cost $31
per night. Students from other ACC
schools will also be staying in this hotel.
Student government will also help make
arrangements for transportation in the
form of carpools to Landover. Spector
estimates that the total cost of the trip
including meals will 6e between $150 to
$200.

£>i.

Is there a better reason
to send an PTD LoveBundle?
Maybe because she'll like you better for it.
Send it to your special Valentine today. She'll get
the message. Your FTD Florist will send your
LoveBundleTM almost anywhere. Order Early!
Usually available
for less than

$1X00*

-*•*' *As an independent
businessman, each FTD Member ,,-gsyfc
Florist sets his own prices. i*^-

Reach out and touch her.the FTD Florist way!
i

Florists" Transworld Delivery
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MISS CLEMSON PAGEANT will be held on Feb. 19 at 8
p.m. in Tillman. Any recognized student organizatin may
enter a contestant. Applications are available at the
student affairs office.
ANY STUDENT ORGANIZATION wanting a display
on the concourse of Littleiohn during the Tiger Drill meet
on March 6 contact Captain Donovon at 656 3254 or 656
3255 by Feb. 16.
THE SAILING CLUB will hold its first BIG party of the
semester on Sat., Feb. 14th. For tickets & info call 654
4654 or 654 6463.
THE EMBASSY OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF
GERMANY & the Clemson German section present
Heidi, a German film with English subs. It will be shown
Monday at 7 p.m. and Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. in rm. 106
Daniel.
IN this METAPHYSICAL world, one cannot afford to
be PARSIMONIOUS with AVES. To do so would be
TANTAMOUNT
to
denying
that
one
is
AUTOCHTHONOUS on this earth with all mankind.
FORTUITOUSLY, I happened to realize this in time to
wish you a happy birthday, Steve.
GOLLY GOSH, happy birthday, Pat!

Clasmifieda

FOUND —gold bracelet in 309 Daniel. Call 843 2174.|

FOUND: lady's watch in women's restroom on Ml
Martin. Call 656-8403.
FOR SALE: Tickets to the 1976 Olympic Games in
Montreal, Canada. For more info call 654-6636.
LOST: Brown plastic glasses in Martin or Long on
Wed., Jan. 28. Call Marsh at 656-6462.
FOR SALE: automatic washer, range, 3 piece
bedroom set. Each for S75. Call 6541859or 654-1053.
WEDDING INVITATIONS and
engraved and beauty graved. Calling
and stationery (one week delivery
vitations). Phone Isaqueena Services

announcements
cards, informals
on wedding inat 654-4804.

FOR SALE: Yamaha 6string guitar in good condition
for 1150. Call Marie at 656 6246.
FOR SALE: AR-XA manual turntable with Shure M91e
cartridge. List $175, asking S100. Garrad SL72B
automatic turntable with Pickering XV15-400E car'idge. Asking S65. Call 6544216 after 5T30 p.m.

PENDLETON SCHOOL OF DANCE announces tne
DEAR CAMMY ... I love you ... Guy.
beginning of 2 new classes Feb. 12 at the Pendleton
Exchange Club. Exercise classes: 7:30-8:30 p.m. Thurs
OPEN SOON: the Omlet House next to Chanelo's. Open $1° Per month. Modern Dance Classes: 7:30-8:30 p.m.
24 hours a day.
"Ved- $18 per month. Transportation can be provided
Wed. Telephone Elen Baxter at 646-7209 or 654-3620
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FOR SALE: 1975 Dodge Tradesman 14 ton V8 van
Automatic, power steering, brakes. Custom seats, extra
large gas tank. Tinted glass, chrome bumpers, only 7000
miles — excellent condition. Call evenings at 654 1018 or
646-7751.

TENNIS INSTRUCTORS WANTED — for spring orl
summer; Need good background in playing andl
teaching. Good to excellent salary. Call Washingtonl
Tennis. Services — (703) 548 2064, 548-6338.
PART-TIME waitress wanted. Call 654 9891 and ask for
Mr. Manning for more information.

FOR SALE: 1967 Mustang, good condition. Economical
V-8, 3 speed, AC. Call 882 6162.
FOR SALE: 1966 Chevy Impala, rebuilt engine, 4 new
tires, excellent condition w-low mileage. Call Scott at 654
6463.
DRUMMER WANTED: any drummer interested in
lOinmg a band on weekends. Call 646 3863 for more info.
PROGRAMMER for Honeywell system. Experience
preferred in life insurance. Salary to $17,000. Contact
Devon Belcher, 248-Barre St., Clemson, Phone 6545-5
COMFERRAL has what it takes to make it possible for
single, widowed, and divorced people, age 18 and over tc
meet compatible people of the opposite sex. The service
provided by Comferral is locally owned and operated,
confidential and practical. For complete info, mail your
name and address to Comferral, Inc., Box 1426, An
derson, 29622 or phone 287 4099 to hear a recorded
message.

THE POIGNANT STORY OF Al
STAR STRUCK YOUNG GIRL'sl
TOUGH AND SOMETIMES SOR-I
DID CLIMB TO BECOME THE
WORLD'S
GREATEST
SEx|
SYMBOL.
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FRIDAY
EQUITATION short course, 1:30 - 3:30 p.m., Clemson
stables, $18.
s

MONDAY
BEGINNING ft ADVANCED GUITAR short course,
Rm. 164 of Student Government Wing, 7-9 p.m.

MOVIE: "Breakout," 7 & 9p.m., regular admission af
"Y" theatre.

MOVIE: "Godfather II," 7 p.m. nightly through
Saturday, regular admission at the YMCA theatre.

VIDEOTAPE NETWORK: "Super Skiers," through
Sunday, shown on the Loggia daily.

TUESDAY
CAMPING SKILLS ft EQUIPMENT short course, Rm
1 of "Y", 7-9 p.m., no charge.

UNION GALLERY Exhibit:
Blake Praytor,
photography. Gallery hours are Monday through
Saturday from 9-5 p.m., Sunday from 12-5 p.m.. Union
Gallery is located on the Loggia, exhibit through Feb. 15.

DULCIMER workshop, Rm. 3 of "Y", 7-10 p m , no
charge.

SATURDAY
DINGLEFEST THEATRE presents "Goosebumps,"
Tillman Auditorium, 8 p.m., 50c admission.
SUNDAY
FREE FLICK: "The Caine Mutiny," 8 p.m., free with
I.D. at the "Y" theatre.

Anderson Mall
IN ANDHSON MALI

Feb. 6-12

WEDNESDAY
BEGINNING PHOTOGRAPHY short course, Rm 1 of
"Y", 7:30 ■ 9 p.m., $3.50.
SELF DEFENSE short course, "Y" gym on campus,
7:30 i 9 p.m., $6.00.

CM&ER
|:

at 2:55-6:05-9:15
and BEST OF DISNEY'S

muemfe
i/ldventul&i

—Starring—
Jean - Paul Belmondo
Charles Denner

NOT SINCE LCVE
STORY..
'THE
OTHER SIDE
OF THE
MOUNTAIN1

COLOR
The True
Story Of
Kill Kimnonl

4:35
7:45

BEGINNING EQUITATION short course, Clemson
stables, 12 2 p.m., $18.
THINKING ABOUT MARRIAGE short course, Rm 1
of "Y", 7:30 9:30 p.m., $2.
CHAIR CANING short course, Rm. 3 of "Y", 7-9 p
m ,
r
$13 includes kit.
COFFEEHOUSE CIRCUIT ACT: Paul Carney in "The
Gutter", shows at 9, 10, 11 p.m., 50c donation, through
Saturday.
MOVIE: "Godfather II," 7 p.m. nightly, regular admission at "Y" theatre.

MUSIC MACHINE No. 3
BENNY'S BLOWOUT

I?' Sun. -Mon. Tins. • Feb. 8-10

THEHIOHT

^CMMMSBIT

THURSDAY
MINOR CAR REPAIR short course. Union 76 station,
7-9 p.m., $3.

MACRAME short course, Rm. 2 of "Y", 7-9 p m , siqn
up at Info Desk, $3.00.

2 Big Disney Hits

L

e

STARTS
WED.
FEB. 11

clemson theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/ 654 3230

LastFullShowat7:45

APRIL 15 DEADLINE

27 Italian Medical and 9 Veterinary
Schools Accept American Students
Medical and veterinary school aspirants who are thinking of applying to Italian medical schools, and their families, must act
immediately. New Italian government regulations requite that preinscription applications be filed with the Italian Embassy in Wash.,
DC., and Italian Consulates, before April 15, for consideration for
medical and veterinary school admission in the fall of 1976.
27 distinguished Italian medical schools accept Americans.
Several hundred Americans now are studying at Italian' medical
and veterinary schools.
All applications must reach the Italian Embassy and Consulates
before April 15. Medical, dental and veterinary school aspirants
who need assistance in language and cultural orientation, and
preparation before, during and after medical school to enable the
practice of medicine in the U.S., should contact the Institute-of
International Medical Education. The Institute has helped more
American men and women enter European medical and veterinary
schools than any other organization.
Of the approximately 40.000 premeds and graduate students
who will apply to American medical schools this year, about 35%
will be accepted. Contact Student Information Office.

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
Provisionally chartered by the Regents of the University of the State of New York
40 E. 54 St., New York 10022 • (212) 832-2089

FOR ONE
RIG WEEK

Benny says, "Live music has no distortion and
the Music Machine No. 3 has about the same. The
Yamaha CR-400 is a real technological
breakthrough with less than .1 per cent distortion. That's as low as the best mpst expensive
receivers made five times less distortion than
any other receiver in its class! After comparing
speakers in every price range, I decided that the
large Advents were the only speakers made for
less than three hundred dollars each that cover
the full musical bandwidth, have super accurate
tone balance, and even wide dispersion for good
stereo imaging. To complement the system I
chose the B.I.C. '40 belt-drive turntable. Matched with an Ortofon F-15 Professional cartridge
it gets everything out of the groove but adds no
sound of its own. Now Doc Severinson sounds like
he's in my living room for hundreds less than I
thought I'd have to pay."
YAMAHA
CR-400
NATURAL* SOUND
RECEIVER
330.00
B.I.C. 940 BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE complete
134.85
ORTOFON F-15 PROFESSIONAL CARTRIDGE
40.00
LARGE ADVENT UTILITY SPEAKERS 240.00
list price 744.85

SYSTEM PRICE
*690.00
68.00 DOWN,
59.00-AAO.
(12 MOS.)

CLEMSON UiSflYERSITY LIBRARY.
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THE DRIVE-IN GOURMET
or
" A Jug of Wine, a Slack of Fries
and Wow
Wine appreciation certainly
doesn't require the traditional
European sort of exposure from
an early age. People are sometimes surprised to learn that I
came from a dry state and didn't
discover wine until I went to
college in an eastern city. Like
most enthusiasts, I resolved to
explore the subject when I experienced how an inexpensive
wine could transform a plain
meal into a sensual experience.
It's easy to demonstrate. Get
yourself a glass of a good, sturdy
California burgundy and a cheeseburger that hasn't been inundated with somebody's special sauce.
Taste the wine. Now taste the
cheeseburger. (Unlike some beverages, wine is not for washing
food down. Go back to the burgundy only after you have chewed and swallowed the bite of the
burger.)
You will find that some of the
things that make a cheeseburger
good, like the richness that comes
only from a significant fat con' tent, and some of the things that
make wine good, such as an interesting level of acidity, are made
for each other. Tartness in the
wine moderates that richness and
seems to clear the palate for fuller appreciation of the next bite.
Try it a few times, and soon
the differing characteristics of
foods will suggest different
choices of wine to you. When that
happens, even if your field of
experimentation was limited to
burgers, tacos arid jug burgundy,
you will be more than halfway
toward raising the pleasure level
of your daily life through appreciationofwine^^^^^^^^^^^

^

or may not correspond to tradition. Certainly there are no rules,
but people have been matching
wine and food for centuries, and
some useful guidelines have developed.
The first pointer is that some
wines are designed to go with
food and some are intended to be
consumed before or after a meal.
The former are traditionally called
"table" wines, although they are
more versatile than that. They
may be white, pink or red, but
they share two basic characteristics: They have little or no
sweetness, and their flavors are
due to natural fermentation of
grapes.
The table wine category includes, inter alia, burgundy, chablis, chianti, some rhine wine,
virtually all varietals and most
roses. (The second group is much
more heterogeneous and merits
discussion another time. It embraces wines made from fruits
other than grapes, fizzy ,-wines,
aperitif and appetizer wines,
which often have flavorings added, and dessert wines, the best
of which get their considerable
sweetness from natural grape
sugars.)
The first thing most people hear
about matching table wirie with
food is red wine with red meat,
white with white and pink with
everything. With a little fixing,
that cliche won't make a bad
starting point for next week's
column.
Mr. Houchins will answer your
questions about wine. His address
is P. O. Box 1130. Modesto. California 95353.
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